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POSTCARDS
FROM THE RAJ
A NOSTALGIA TRIP
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EDITOR’S NOTES

WHY WE NEED TO HEAR
DIFFERENT STORIES

W

e were somewhat

weaves for the ubiquitous

disconcerted when

salwar kurta and blue jeans.

Sultana Muqaddas,

And, in our thinking, we have

who spoke to us about giving

only one point of view – ours

birth to her second baby

– which does not come

at Stork Home, refused to

from any deep thought and

take off her burqa for the

analysis but because it is

photographs. No amount of

what everyone else is saying.

persuasion from those around

I can imagine how difficult

her, even Kate Stringer, the

it must be for Evita and the

senior midwife with whom

team of obstetricians to

she shared a closeness, would

convince pregnant mothers

convince her to take off her

that walking around or

burqa for the photographs.

staying in water is good for

Magazines, of course, thrive

them while having labour

on glamour in their pages,

pains, when the thinking

and we were on the verge of

so far has been that babies

dropping the story. But, one

should be born when

morning, the thought struck

mothers are lying strapped

me. Why should Sultana not be in her burqa for a

to the table. And Dr Kasthuri, who has been with

photo shoot? Especially if she believed that was

Fernandez Hospital for four decades now, speaks of

the right thing to do and was convinced about it?

how she had to change her mindset to accept new

And, was it not right for me as an editor to respect

birthing practices that the hospital now advocates.

her choices and drop my mindset that women in
burqas would not work in a magazine?

This is something we all need to work on. We
don’t have to be part of a herd. We can be that

“The single story creates stereotypes, and

one zebra without stripes. Let us be like Aditi, the

the problem with stereotypes is not that they are

footballer in our newsmaker story, who brushed

untrue, but that they are incomplete. They make

aside opinions that football was not for pretty little

the one story become the only story”, writes one of

girls or that she would get tanned being outdoors

my favourite authors, Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie,

and persisted in her love for the sport.

when she called for more interest in African writing.
As a civilisation we have become one-

I believe we should hear different voices and
stories. In languages we do not understand. That

dimensional and mono-cultural, not allowing for

is how life becomes richer and we become a

diverse points of view. In food, we love pizzas and

community that understands each other.

butter chicken, ignoring the many regional cuisines;
in language we have not only lost the diversity of
regional thought by neglecting regional dialects,
but also their rich literature; and in clothes, alas, we
have forgotten the beauty of indigenous drapes and

COVER STORY

HEY DADS,

GAY DADS
In the very first issue of Naari, Gauri Sawant, a transgender, had said, “Motherhood has
no gender”. Reiterating this fact, albeit differently, are the Delhi-based gay couple, Aditya
Advani and Michael Aram Tarr, who opted for surrogacy and had twins, Shiv and Amrita, in
2012. They share their amazing journey with MINAL KHONA
PHOTOGRAPHS: TRIBHUWAN SHARMA & SHAAN MOHAN

A

ditya Advani, a landscape architect, and
photographer Michael Aram Tarr, knew they
wanted to have children for 20 years before they

decided to actually have them. Aditya and Michael have
been together since 1991. Aditya recalls, “We met at the
White Horse Club [a gay club] when I was a post grad
student at Berkeley University in California. I had come
out to my parents about two years earlier and they had
supported me completely. My mother is very openminded.”

TOGETHER IN LOVE
Michael is an American citizen who has lived in India, on
and off, since his childhood. “I studied at the Kodaikanal
International School. We moved to India after being
together for almost two decades as Aditya’s father had
passed away and he needed to be near his mother.”
In the course of the conversation Michael revealed,
“We got married in India in 1993. We had a traditional
Hindu wedding ceremony but, obviously, the ritual was
modified. A swami close to our family performed the
ceremony. And, our children, Shiv and Amrita, were born
on April 30, 2012.”
Aditya says, “We both have a strong nurturing
instinct and we’d always wanted kids. Since both of
us had achieved a fair bit with our careers, we thought
it was the right time. Our friends in the US suggested
co-parenting where the mother is a single woman or a
lesbian and the child is a shared responsibility. We didn’t
want that arrangement. At that time I mentioned it to
my mother and she said she knew a doctor, one of our
neighbours, who had a surrogacy centre. I believe that
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Aditya Advani and
Michael Aram Tarr
with their twins
Shiv and Amrita
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Aditya with Amrita and Shiv

It was not something they decided on a whim.
Parenthood had been on their minds for a
while, but they’d put their plans on hold
because they had been travelling extensively
with their work commitments
couples, whether straight or gay, who genuinely want to

surrogate mothers would earn a good chunk of money

have kids, are the ones who make very good parents.”

in one go, they could set up their own businesses or pay
for their children’s education with the money.... The bill

THE SURROGACY ROUTE

has not been passed yet, but I think it is extremely unfair

It was not something they decided on a whim.

because most families do have a gay person; whether he

Parenthood had been on their minds for a while, but

or she is out or not is another matter.”

they’d put their plans on hold because they had been

he’s never had a negative reaction so he was not

Michael reveals, “We gave a lot of thought on how to

worried about how people would react to his kids

proceed. Other friends had opted for co-parenting, but

having two fathers.

surrogacy took over our minds after talking to several

clinic in Delhi. Michael shares, “We used the sperm

between two (or more) non-married people and often

of both and a single egg donor. For a surrogate, the

it ends up that the male co-parent does not have much

process is to choose a woman who already has kids of

rights towards their child. Meanwhile, the years passed,

her own so that she doesn’t get attached to the baby.

but the desire to have kids wasn’t going away. So, in

We didn’t want to know whose sperm fertilised the

2010, we decided to try surrogacy.”

eggs but when we went to apply for the children’s U.S.

|

passports, we had to take a DNA test to prove that we

government brought out a bill that banned commercial

are the parents. So only the two of us know who the

surrogacy. Aditya thinks it is “quite discriminatory and

biological father of each child is.”

appalling that this bill bans commercial surrogacy

NAARI

They went to Dr Anoop Gupta, who has a surrogacy

people. Co-parenting is a complicated arrangement

Luckily for them, they opted for surrogacy before the

4 |

Aditya adds that since he came out in 1989,

travelling extensively with their work commitments.

Aditya outlines the process. “The entire procedure is

and allows only altruistic surrogacy, that too by close

very private and discreet. We don’t know who the egg

relatives. It bars gays and live-in couples from choosing

donor is and we never met the person. My only criteria

this option. The women who would get paid to be

for selection was that she should have bright eyes and
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a smile. I wanted a cheerful person as the egg donor

great multi-cultural vibe. Plus, the school did not have a

because I believe a cheerful disposition makes a big

problem with us being a gay couple, and it sensitises the

difference. We interacted with the surrogate mother. As

children to all kinds of families.”

much as possible, we would go for the ultrasound. The

Michael agrees, “Luckily for us, The British School

first time we tried, it failed but the second time was a

has a different culture from the other schools. It is only

success. It is a tricky process.”

15 minutes away from our home in Defence Colony so I
drop and pick them up.”

THE PARENT TRACK
Michael and Aditya live in Defence Colony and theirs is
one of the few openly gay families in the capital. How

BEING DADDY AND MOMMY
They have already talked to Shiv and Amrita, who are

they fulfil their parenting duties is quite interesting.

now six-and-a-half years old, about why their family has

Everything is fluid, depending on what is needed to

two dads. Michael says, “To make the kids understand,

be done. What is a constant is that the kids are the

we have talked about it with them and there are some

first priority for both. Michael explains, “Our roles as

children’s books that talk about two daddies or two

parents are not really defined in a rigid manner. We

mommies. We did this before they went to school so

have a live-in maid and a cook so we are free to look

they were prepared. We have a maid who came through

after other things. We balance each other out. I am the

a maid service agency and, because we are a gay

stay-at-home parent. We both have strong maternal and

couple, she doesn’t mind being a live-in maid. No one in

paternal instincts. Aditya and I share the responsibilities

our neighbourhood seems to have a problem with the

of parenthood, which are not restricted by conventional

fact. We don’t hide that we are a gay family, and nor have

gender constructs.”

we faced any negativity on account of this. Their school

Aditya adds, “Since I am self-employed, Michael

is sensitive to all kinds of families so they are not bullied.

defines the values, the culture and the emotional health

If anyone asks them, they say ‘We have two daddies, we

at home. He drops and picks them up from school, helps

are a special family’.”

with their homework and does the shopping. He puts
them to bed. I bathe them and, since I am very particular
about nutrition, I ensure everyone eats healthy, and I
keep tabs on the contents of the fridge. Both of us are
anti-TV so we don’t have a television at home. Instead,
we read with them, play Lego, and they have taekwondo
classes. I love art so I spend time with the kids doing art
– we paint, and we do junk modelling. We have a music
teacher coming home to teach them the piano. In fact,
all four of us have signed up for salsa classes. We also

“We don’t hide that we are a gay family,
and nor have we faced any negativity on
account of this. Their school is sensitive to
all kinds of families so they are not bullied.
If anyone asks them, they say ‘We have two
daddies, we are a special family’”

read a lot and do gardening.”

CHALLENGES AT SCHOOL
As an openly gay couple with kids, living in a city like
New Delhi can bring along a host of challenges from

A special
family: The
two dads and
their twins

antagonistic homophobes to red tape at schools and
other institutions. Surprisingly, the former doesn’t
happen.
The couple admits that the biggest challenge they
faced however, was finding a school for the kids. Aditya
says, “Both our kids have US passports and the only
challenge we faced was getting admission. We got
admission for one of them in only one of the eight
schools we applied to. They are twins, we didn’t want
to place them in separate schools. Finally, we went to
The British School where the majority of students are
children of diplomats and embassy staff, so there is a
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During the really tough initial months. Michael
recalls, “We had a specialist maid through the first three
months as this time is very challenging. It takes time
for the kids to get set into a routine and, unlike other
American parents, our babies slept in the same room as
us. We have a support system here and the paediatrician
who treated Aditya when he was a child has been very
helpful. Doctors did house calls when needed and
everyone helped out.”
Aditya also shares a couple of interesting anecdotes
about their children. “When it was time to name them,
I wanted a name that I could call out in one breath, like
a combined name. I was meditating once, and it came
to me – we named them Shiv and Amrita. So if I want
to call both of them, I say ‘Shivamrit, come here’. As
for who is mummy and who is daddy, when they were
two, they asked me who their mama was. I said I was.
So they call me Mama. They call Michael Daddy, and
sometimes they call me Popsy.”

PARENTING AT 50
What makes them so good at being parents is their

Since Aditya and Michael had the twins when they were

commitment to their children. Aditya reveals that he

almost 50, what does it feel like, being older parents?

and Michael were very clear they wanted their kids

Michael sums it up succinctly. “Age is relative to how

to be brought up in India. “Later on, it is their choice

you feel. My own feeling is that being older, I know I

if they wish to live in the US, but we wanted them to

don’t have an eternity with our children (my mother is

have Indian values. In India, the primary identity is the

20 years older than me, so she’s always been there), but

family and we wanted our kids to have that. Michael has

on the other hand, I feel one can make sacrifices for the

four sets of parents, as his parents got divorced and

children more easily, because I have already led such a

remarried. My father passed away many years ago and

rich and adventurous life. The difference with us being

my mother has dementia, so she can’t interact with

parents in our fifties is that if you have your child when

them much but we go to see her. My brother is busy but

you are young, you get to spend a good chunk of your

he also spends time with us. Michael’s parents and their

life with your children, but you are restricted in fulfilling

spouses also come and visit and we, too, go and spend

your own needs. We are happy to spend most of our

time with them.”

time with our kids. It was not my need versus their need.

Michael’s parents are happy to have grandchildren.
He says, “I am an only child and my parents had me
when they were very young. My father is a retired

I don’t have to make personal or professional sacrifices
to be with them.”
Aditya adds, “When younger parents ask us to come

professor. They all love our kids and come spend time

with them for a night of partying, we always refuse.

with them every year.”

Because we are older, we have done the night out thing
and we would much rather spend the time with the kids.”

“… We didn’t want to know whose sperm
fertilised the eggs but when we went to apply
for the children’s U.S. passports, we had
to take a DNA test to prove that we are the
parents. So only the two of us know who the
biological father of each child is...”
6 |
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Their dedication to the children has resulted in two
happy, bright and intelligent children. Michael’s being
at home has led to the twins being “well-balanced,
confident and happy”. Aditya says, “They are equally
attached to both of us. Our children are extremely wellbehaved and good students. I never thought I would be
able to have kids of my own and I have always loved the
thought of being a father. They have been a real blessing
in my life.”

BIRTHING STORY

A MOTHER’S DETERMINATION

TO HAVE A NATURAL BIRTH
After a traumatic experience while having her first baby through a C-section, despite
resisting it till the end, Sultana Muqaddas decided to have a VBAC (vaginal birth after
Caesarean) the second time around. She delivered at Stork Home in September.
The strong-minded Sultana, who posed in her burqa for the photos, recounts the graphic
details of her two birthing experiences to MINAL KHONA
PHOTOGRAPHS: LAKSHMI PRABHALA

I

t is often said a mother’s instinct is never wrong. In

year after we got married. When I got pregnant, I started

these days of targets being set for doctors, it would

researching online and read a lot on sites like babycentre.

be fair to say there are a few who suggest, nay, insist,

com, a UK-based website and app. I was determined to

that a young mother-to-be have a C- section instead of

have a normal delivery because I had seen my sister suffer

a normal delivery even though she may prefer the latter.

as she had to have all her four babies via Caesarean.”

Worse, she may not need a C-section at all! Sultana, a

Such was Sultana’s determination that when an

young mother of two, was a victim of this very practice,

ultrasound during the later stages of her pregnancy

she believes. Intermittently breastfeeding her six-week-

showed that the baby was breech, she diligently

old son Muhammed during the interview, she recounts

followed the exercises shown on the website and

how the VBAC at Stork Home was the salve to the

succeeded in changing the baby’s position. “From the

wounds of her first delivery, that of her daughter Manha,

beginning, the gynaecologist kept suggesting I should

who is now two.

have a C-section. I wondered why she insisted when all

“My husband and I started trying to have a baby a

the reports were normal.”

Sultana and her son
with Katherine Stringer
(Senior Midwifery Tutor)
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Sultana was a gold medallist all-rounder during her
MBA. She holds a B. Ed. degree and plans to do her
Ph.D. in Education as well. She also checked all the
boxes on being a low-risk patient – she was 25, healthy
and had no medical problems. “As my due date got
closer, the doctor would keep telling me I needed a
C-section. During the 36th week, she insisted on giving
me an injection, ostensibly to strengthen the baby’s
liver. The development of the baby’s liver is complete
only in the 38th and 39th week! Then, the doctor told
my mother that my pelvic region was not wide enough
and that my baby was in a posterior position and I would
find it difficult to have a normal delivery. None of her
arguments were sound enough for me to believe that I
needed a C-section.”
Why did she not consider Fernandez Hospital as an
option even midway through her pregnancy? “It was
unfortunate because I had called the hospital and the
person who gave me a break-up of the charges made
a mistake. What he quoted was beyond my budget,
and later, when I clarified with Dr Evita, she apologised
because I had been told the wrong amount.”
When Sultana went into labour on September 29,
2016, she immediately went to the hospital she had
been going to. “I was made to lie flat on the bed and
not allowed to move. I wasn’t given any water to drink
and I had to wait till I was fully dilated. The doctor

Sultana and her
daughter Manha and
son Muhammed

who was doing the morning shift was a kind person.
Unfortunately, her shift ended and she left in the
afternoon. The one who came after her was rude from
the start. She read my file, saw that the senior doctor
had suggested a C-section and said, ‘Who told you to
go against the doctor and take your own decisions?’
This is because I was still insisting on a normal delivery.
At four in the evening, I wanted to move around a bit.
On the pretext of needing to use the bathroom, I went

Sultana then visited Fernandez Hospital at
Bogulkunta and, on her fourth visit, met Kate
(Katherine Stringer, Senior Midwifery Tutor).
“She was the replica of Dr Evita; kind and full of
grace, and had so much empathy”

to the floor above where I walked for one-and-a-half

fear factor of losing the baby to force me to sign. This,

hours. They kept paging me but I only went back when

when I could feel the baby’s head in the birth canal. The

the contractions got stronger. At ten in the night, I was

moment I signed, they wheeled me into the OT and did a

told the baby had eaten meconium – its first stool – and

C-section. Later, the same doctor told me nonchalantly,

that is why I needed a C-section. From what I know,

‘Had you pushed a little more you could have had a

that is not a reason for a Caesarean. The doctor kept

normal delivery.’ I was livid and so upset. The trauma

telling my mother and me to sign the document that

of that experience was so painful, I cried for months

would give our permission for the Caesarean. When

afterwards.”

I was fully dilated, I started to push. The doctor kept

The second time round, Sultana was determined

shouting at me saying I should listen to her. It was

she would not go through the same experience. She

becoming traumatic but I held my ground. Then she

had a problem breastfeeding her daughter, so had

strapped the machine to my stomach to monitor the

visited a lactation consultant, Dr Vinodha, at a hospital

baby’s heartbeat. I could feel the baby had moved

in Kukatpally. “Dr Vinodha was excellent and for the

down. She said the baby’s heartbeat was slowing

first time I felt that doctors can be human. She was

down so they needed to do a C-section. She used the

soft-spoken, empathetic and helpful. I was physically

8 |
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uncomfortable due to the C-section, and the experience
had left me depressed. I also suffered from post-partum
depression but I did not tell anyone about it. Post-partum
depression is not taken very seriously, but my husband
Javeed noticed and he also suggested I talk to the doctor
about it.”
Sultana was advised not to conceive for at least 18

Sultana’s experience was the complete opposite
of what she went through the first time. In fact,
she didn’t even go through the post-partum
depression she suffered the first time

months if she wanted a VBAC the next time. However,
she got pregnant when her daughter was 15 months

Sultana with her baby boy
born through VBAC

old and, despite her first experience, went back to the
same hospital she had gone to earlier, but to a different
gynaecologist. But when she saw the doctors shouting
at another patient, she decided against going back.
“I mailed Dr Vinodha asking if she could help me. She
suggested I meet Dr Evita since I was insisting on a VBAC.
She said if anyone could do it, Fernandez Hospital could
and Dr Evita would be in the best position to advise me.
After a lot of phone calls, I managed to meet her within a
week because she was travelling later. A doctor did all the
checks and took my statistics. Dr Evita was so gracious
and down to earth, and everyone on the staff so polite
and helpful. I got a mail from Dr Evita later saying that
she would take my case and we would go forward but she
could not guarantee a VBAC.”
Sultana then visited Fernandez Hospital at Bogulkunta

a screenshot to Kate who travelled for two hours to get

and, on her fourth visit, met Kate (Katherine Stringer, Senior

to the hospital to ensure she would be with me at that

Midwifery Tutor). “She was the replica of Dr Evita; kind and

time. The labour room in the general ward was packed.

full of grace, and had so much empathy. She made me feel

The staff took me to the deluxe room and gave me fluids

very comfortable, respected my opinions and listened to

like coconut water and soup. I was asked to inhale a

everything I had to say. She and Asha, another midwife,

gas that would reduce the pain to a certain extent. But

were with me throughout this pregnancy.”

I vomited because I was nauseous. Kate suggested I

As luck would have it, this baby, too, was in breech

try balancing on all fours. I had a fever and that was a

position and Kate and Asha suggested Sultana do the

bad sign – if the fever didn’t subside, they would have

same exercises she had done the first time. But this time

to operate on me. Luckily, the fever came down but my

she had two qualified professionals physically guiding

heart was beating very fast. Kate and the two midwives

her instead of a website. “They could have taken it for

– Asha and Rekha – and the doctor on duty were

granted that since I knew the exercises, I could do them

discussing what to do. They were speaking very softly

on my own, but they didn’t do that. They made sure I did

and their expressions didn’t reveal anything; they kept

them correctly and gave me all the time I needed.”

telling me to stay calm. Later, my mother told me that

On September 22, her water broke. “I panicked

they were worried about my condition. The baby’s head

because the water shouldn’t break if one is going in for a

had come down and it was 11.45 at night. I was tired but

VBAC. Inducing labour is also not an option as everything

they made a joke saying I should let them know when

has to be normal. It was Ganesh Visarjan the next day

I wanted to deliver the baby – today or tomorrow – as

and I called Kate. She comforted me and asked me to

I didn’t know what time it was. At exactly midnight, my

stop crying and come to the hospital. I got there at about

baby was born.”

10.30 in the night; Asha was there. My mother took me to

Sultana’s experience was the complete opposite

the hospital and my husband came there too. I also spoke

of what she went through the first time. In fact, she

to Melanie, the doula who I had been in touch with earlier

didn’t even go through the post-partum depression

on phone and in person. I was in labour all of the 23rd.

she suffered earlier. And, because she finally got her

In the afternoon, the contractions started coming two

wish, that of a normal delivery, she is content, happy

to three minutes apart. From the babycentre app I sent

and relieved.
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COLLECTIONS

PICTORIAL GEMS
FROM THE RAJ

Early postcards were a window to the world of the people from the subcontinent,
and were representations of everything from cities and their residents to holiday
destinations. Historian of ephemera from the Indian subcontinent, Omar Khan,
who currently lives in San Francisco, is a collector of early postcards that have been
brought out for the first time in a book, apart from being exhibited in Mumbai and
Delhi. He speaks of his passion for postcards and why they are important historically
in an email interview with RATNA RAO SHEKAR
(IMAGES REPRODUCED WITH PERMISSION FROM PAPER JEWELS: POSTCARDS FROM THE RAJ
BY OMAR KHAN, PUBLISHED BY MAPIN PUBLISHING, AHMEDABAD IN ASSOCIATION WITH THE
ALKAZI COLLECTION OF PHOTOGRAPHY, NEW DELHI)

P

ostcards in the 1900s were what the Internet is to
people today, and were a means of communication
and a recording of the time in which they lived.

Starting with a few postcards, the world went on to
produce a billion postcards that involved the efforts of the
finest painters from India, Japan and Austria.
Among the many reasons for their popularity,
according to Omar Khan who recently brought out
the book, ‘Paper Jewels, Postcards from the Raj’
(Mapin Publishing), was the invention of photography.
Photographs were common by the 1870s, with the massproduced Kodak camera making photographs a routine
phenomenon. Added to this were liberal international
postal regulations and printing technologies such as
rapid press lithography that were made use of by small
workshops and artisans from European and Indian cities
to produce postcards. However, what gave impetus to
their production and, in a way, supported the high cost
of printing (at its nascent stage then) was that they were
initially a means of advertising products.
Omar, who has the early known postcards from the
subcontinent, believes that the first postcards were
published by the Singer Manufacturing Company
in 1892 to advertise their products. In a manner of
speaking, they were advertising cards made for the World
Columbian Exposition in Chicago in 1893. Next came the
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The Singer Manufacturing Co., 1892. Lithograph,
Undivided back, 13.4 x 8 cm, 5.28 x 3.15 in

The Singer Manufacturing Co., 1892. Lithograph,
Undivided back, 13.4 x 7.95 cm, 5.28 x 3.13 in

advertisements for places on postcards, and
among the earliest were those from hotels in the
German-speaking Alps region featuring the phrase Gruss
Auss (Greetings from…).
Omar, who is an avid historian and has researched
early photography and ephemera of the subcontinent for
nearly 30 years and owner of the large collection featured
in his book, spoke to us in an email interview.
Writing on the collection he says, the very first
postcard that came into his collection was ‘Women
Baking Bread’, which he acquired at a Paper and Postcard
fair in Concord, outside San Francisco, around 1995. “I
had seen an advertisement for the show and, being a
collector of photographs, thought I might drive out there
and see what was going on. To my surprise I found a lot of
cards on India and from India, and this one which I picked

The Singer Manufacturing Co., 1892.
Lithograph, Undivided back, 13.5 x 9 cm, 5.31 x 3.54 in

up transported me right back to my grandmother’s
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Postcards in the 1900s were what the Internet
is to people today, and were a means of
communication and a recording of the time in
which they lived. Starting with a few postcards,
the world went on to produce a billion
postcards that involved the efforts of the finest
painters from India, Japan and Austria

Sallans [Salaams] from India. H.A. Mirza & Sons,
Delhi, c. 1905. Embossed real photo postcard,
Divided back, 13.8 x 8.85 cm, 5.43 x 3.48 in

house at 5, Queen’s Road in Lahore when I was a small
boy, where she sat on the verandah shelling peas or
rolling chapati dough with a servant girl. I admired the
way the artist propped up the charpai, used tromp de
l’oeil effects for the lantern and cloth to indicate depth - in
short, I thought it very beautiful and could hardly believe
a postcard could be so evocative. I picked up my first
postcards at that exhibition and, over the years, went to
many such exhibitions all over California, New York and
London and later bought online as well to find postcards
that were beautiful, interesting, told a story, reflected a
history and served as windows into the past a century
ago. I had already collected black and white and sepia
photographs, but enjoyed the colour of postcards, in
particular from around 1900.”
As he began his collection of postcards and began
to learn more about their production, the artists and
publishers behind them, the forces that made them such
Taj Mahal Palace Hotel Bombay. The Bombay
Lithographic Co, c. 1903. Lithograph, Divided back,
14.3 x 9.05 cm, 5.63 x 3.56 in
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important means of communication for a brief period
around the turn of the century, he felt that they had been
largely neglected by scholars and historians.

The Ravi Varma Press, c. 1898–99. Lithograph, Undivided back,
11.7 x 8.6 cm, 4.61 x 3.39 in

A Group of School Girls. Spencer & Co., Madras,
c. 1902., Coloured collotype, Undivided back,
13.75 x 8.75 cm, 5.49 x 3.52 in

“There were few books on them, certainly none on
Indian postcards. No one had attempted to use postcards
in a rigorous way to explore the history they contained
visually. I wanted to find a way to bring what I found so
interesting about this media to a wider audience, and it
seemed like a book would be the best way to show a wide
variety and try to explain what interested me and what
Cotton Cleaners. Clifton & Co., c. 1905. Coloured collotype,
Divided back, 13.85 x 8.8 cm, 5.45 x 3.46 in

they told about the larger world.
“Postcards were and are popular and meant for mass
consumption, so they should be able to provide an
avenue to the past that is communicable today,” he says,
explaining why he wanted to compile them in a book that
is one of its kind.
Almost all the postcards in the book are from Omar’s
own collection, with a few from Queen Mary’s album
at Windsor Castle, and some from the Michael Stokes
Collection at The Royal Society for Asian Affairs London.
Nearly all the postcards have been restored in
some way as they are often damaged or faded. “A
professional restorer did all the work, working from those
fine examples that do survive in albums or collections
occasionally,” he says.
He adds, “Postcards are the only mass group of colour
images from the time [real colour photography did not
come into vogue until the 1930s and was not popular

Bori Bunder Station Bombay. Paul Gerhardt [signed], Ravi Varma Press,
Bombay, 1899. Lithograph, Undivided back, 12.4 x 8.9 cm, 4.88 x 3.50 in

until the 1960s]. Often, images only survive on postcards,
the original photographs having been lost.”
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Bombay View. Paul Gerhardt [signed], Ravi Varma Press, Bombay, 1899.
Lithograph, Undivided back, 12.2 x 8.7 cm, 4.80 x 3.43 in

Bangalore. Commercial Street. Raphael Tuck & Co.,
London, Bangalore, #8987, c. 1905. Embossed coloured
halftone, Divided back, 14 x 8.9 cm, 5.51 x 3.50 in

Greetings from Jubbulpore. c. 1905. Real photo
postcard. Divided back, 13.9 x 8.8 cm, 5.47 x 3.46 in
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Bangalore,
South Parade.
Raphael Tuck & Co.,
London, Bangalore
#8986, c. 1905.,
Embossed coloured
halftone, Divided back,
13.9 x 8.85 cm,
5.47 x 3.48 in

Innoculation Against Plague. Clifton & Co., c. 1903. Collotype,
Undivided back, 13.6 x 9.1 cm, 5.35 x 3.58 in

“As I describe in the book that while many postcards,
the majority, are based on photographs, many were also
lithographs or paintings, or altered photographs like the
Tuck’s Oilettes. And then the way the photograph was
rendered on a postcard – halftone, coloured, collotype,
lithograph even – made a difference too. Sometimes lines
were added for emphasis, other times, items removed.
Postcards allow us to see how people at the time chose
to represent their world, what they considered worth
sharing, often attaching messages too, so I would say
they offer a window into the past, often from the point of
view of the common person that is not found elsewhere.
Someone once called them, when they came out, the
“poor man’s phantasm”, and that is partially true. In India,
in particular, a whole “vernacular” tradition took off from
religious, political and other kinds of postcards that were
Our Dhoby, Madras. Higginbotham & Co., Madras
& Bangalore, No. 97a, c. 1905. Coloured collotype,
Divided back, 13.8 x 8.6 cm, 5.43 x 3.39 in

used to communicate outside the colonial world too. Even
if these “bazaar cards” are not covered much in the book,
the religious and political ones are.”
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TRAILBLAZERS

RUKHMABAI RAUT
FIGHTING THE ESTABLISHMENT
Rukhmabai Raut is best known as one of the first practicing women doctors in colonial India and
a committed feminist. She refused to live with her husband, a n’er-do-well, and was involved in a
landmark legal case that created a furore in the late 1800s regarding her marriage as a child bride.
She was a major cause behind the enactment of the Age of Consent Act in 1891. She had appealed to
Queen Victoria, who ruled that the marriage could be dissolved because Rukhmabai had been a child
bride and did not have a choice in her marriage. NIVEDITA CHOUDHURI outlines the story of
Rukhmabai, who carved her own life, encouraged by her liberal-minded stepfather
ILLUSTRATION: TARA ANAND

R

ukhmabai Raut was born at a time when women had

Rukhmabai’s family for trying to educate him and make

few rights, leave alone the liberty of exercising them.

him a responsible man. He was attending sixth standard in

It was unheard of for a woman to raise her voice

against atrocities committed against her. And, yet, the plucky
Rukhmabai did what many considered implausible in the

After his mother’s death, Dadaji moved in with his uncle,

19th century, transitioning from child bride to one of India’s

Narayan Dhurmaji, against the advice of Sakharam. His

earliest women doctors.

uncle’s home was not conducive to learning and it made

Born to Janardhan Pandurang and Jayantibai in

Dadaji all the more idle and self-willed. He amassed debts

Bombay in 1864, Rukhmabai lost her father when she was

that he hoped to pay off using the money that Rukhmabai

a toddler. Her mother, who had married at 15 and become

would bring into the house.

a widow at 17, married the illustrious physician and social

Around the same time, Rukhmabai followed her

reformer, Dr Sakharam Arjun, six years after the demise of

stepfather’s advice to educate herself, much against the

her first husband. The remarriage of widows was permitted

prevailing norms of the time. She studied at home using

among the suthars, or community of carpenters, to which

books from a Free Church Mission library. As her stepfather

the couple belonged.

was a social reformer, Rukhmabai came in contact with

Anyone can be a father, but it takes someone special to be

prominent social and political reformers of the day such

an exemplary stepfather. Rukhmabai was fortunate to have

as Vishnu Shastri Pandit, who was a staunch advocate of

a progressive stepfather who had great faith in education.

women’s rights, exposing her to liberal reform.

Succumbing to societal pressures, however, Sakharam got

Rukhmabai refused to move into the household of

11-year-old Rukhmabai married to his 19-year-old cousin,

Dhurmaji and live with her husband, a move that was

Dadaji Bhikaji. Deviating from contemporary social norms, it

supported by her stepfather. She had evolved into an

was decided that Dadaji would stay with Rukhmabai’s family.

intuitive and enlightened young woman and Dadaji’s dubious

His in-laws thought he would complete his studies and go on

character and abhorrence for education had her worried.

to live a productive life.

She did not want to be tied down in a claustrophobic

Six months into the marriage, Rukhmabai attained
puberty and the traditional ceremony was held to signal the

marriage and decided to end the relationship.
In March 1884, Dadaji sent a legal notice to Sakharam

time for ritual consummation of the marriage. Sakharam,

through his lawyers, asking him not to prevent Rukhmabai

however, was a broad-minded man and he did not favour

from joining him. Sakharam sought legal help and provided

early consummation.

reasons why Rukhmabai could not join her husband. He said

This angered Dadaji, who also held a grudge against

16 |
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and this upset him.
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she could not join him as he was poor and hence would be

Rukhmabai also questioned
the validity of her marriage.
Married when she was
11, she contended that a
marriage – even a Hindu
marriage – should not be
binding on a spouse who had
not consented to it
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unable to provide her “lodging, maintenance and clothing”, and

then Empress of India, in 1887 – the year of the golden jubilee

also on the grounds of ill health which were such that she could

of her reign. The queen overruled the court and dissolved the

not “safely live with him”.

marriage. In 1888, a settlement was reached with Dadaji, who

Rukhmabai also questioned the validity of her marriage.

gave up his claim on Rukhmabai following a payment of Rs 2000.

Married when she was 11, she contended that a marriage – even

Rukhmabai also paid her own legal costs. Dadaji remarried

a Hindu marriage – should not be binding on a spouse who had

immediately after in 1889.
The blaze of publicity surrounding the case resulted in the

not consented to it.
The case of Dadaji seeking “restitution of conjugal rights”

enactment of the Age of Consent Act in 1891 which raised the

came up for hearing on September 19, 1885. The same day, a

age of consent from 10 years to 12 years across British India.

brilliantly worded letter written by “A Hindu lady”, detailing the

Rukhmabai was now able to concentrate on her education and

tragic plight of Hindu women, appeared in the Times of India.

fulfil the dreams of her stepfather, who had passed away in 1885

Earlier, too, a letter written by Rukhmabai under the pseudonym

– much before the case came to an end.

“A Hindu lady” had appeared in the Times of India on June 26,
1885. An extract from the letter reproduced in the book Child

Supported by Dr Edith Pechey-Phipson, medical
superintendent of the Cama Hospital in Bombay, Rukhmabai
went to England in 1889 to study at the London

Marriage in India by Jaya Sagade says, “This
wicked practice of child marriage has destroyed
the happiness of my life. It comes between me
and the things which I prize above all others –
study and mental cultivation. Without the least
fault of mine I am doomed to seclusion; every
aspiration of mine to rise above my ignorant
sisters is looked down upon with suspicion and is
interpreted in the most uncharitable manner.”
Justice Robert Hill Pinhey of Bombay
High Court delivered a hard-hitting verdict on
September 21. According to the practice in
England and British India, he said, a suit for
restitution of conjugal rights could be brought
by either spouse against the other in the event
of separation and living apart after cohabitation.
But, “the parties to the present suit went through
the religious ceremony of marriage.... when the
defendant was a child of eleven years of age.
They have never cohabited.... It seems to me a
barbarous... thing to do to compel a young lady...
to go to a man whom she dislikes, in order that he
may cohabit with her against her will”.
The case came up for retrial in 1886. In 1887,
a judge ordered Rukhmabai to live with her
husband or face six months’ imprisonment.
Rukhmabai responded that she would rather
be in jail than live with her husband. Her case
generated innumerable debates on women’s

There were people
like Bal Gangadhar
Tilak who wrote that
Rukhmabai’s defiance
was the result of an
English education
and that Hinduism
was in danger. On
the other hand,
there were those like
the orientalist Max
Mueller who came
out in support of
Rukhmabai, saying
that the law would not
provide a solution to
her problem as her
education had made
her the best judge of
her choices

School of Medicine for Women. Others who
campaigned for Rukhmabai included Shivajirao
Holkar, the Maharaja of Indore, who donated
Rs 500 for “demonstrating the courage to
intervene against traditions”. She also received
support from the Countess of Dufferin’s Fund for
Supplying Medical Aid to the Women of India and
open-minded individuals who established “The
Rukhmabai Defence Committee” to gather funds
for her education.
Rukhmabai qualified as a doctor in 1894
(having also studied at the Royal Free Hospital)
and returned to India, obtaining a position as
chief medical officer at a women’s hospital in
Surat. She worked there for 22 years and then for
a further 12 years at the Zenana State Hospital in
Rajkot before retiring. In 1918, she turned down
the opportunity to join the Women’s Medical
Service for India.
In 1904, Dadaji Bhikaji died and, despite her
strong resistance to Hindu traditions and also the
fact that she had never lived with him, Rukhmabai
adopted the traditional Hindu widow’s white sari.
She never remarried.
Rukhmabai continued to voice her protests
against child marriage and purdah. In 1929, she
published a pamphlet “Purdah – the Need for its
Abolition”, arguing that young widows were being

rights in India. There were people like Bal Gangadhar Tilak who

denied the chance to contribute actively to society. She passed

wrote that Rukhmabai’s defiance was the result of an English

away in 1955 at the age of 91.

education and that Hinduism was in danger. On the other hand,

The struggle by generations of women all over the world to

there were those like the orientalist Max Mueller who came out

have their voice heard has been a long and arduous one and

in support of Rukhmabai, saying that the law would not provide a

there is still a lot of ground to cover. In our fight for equality, let

solution to her problem as her education had made her the best

us first pay obeisance to the forerunners of feminism such as

judge of her choices.

Rukhmabai Raut who stood their ground and refused to kowtow

Finally, Rukhmabai appealed to Queen Victoria, who was
18 |
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to the orthodox elements in society.

IN THE NEWS

BENDING IT LIKE BECKHAM
In a football-obsessed country, it was a proud moment for Indian sports fans when
Aditi Chauhan became the first Indian woman to play English League football.
A 26-year-old girl like any other, her journey to playing English football was fraught
with problems, including getting a British visa. Here she speaks to
NIVEDITA CHOUDHURI about breaking gender stereotypes in sport

I

n England, there are two significant times of the year

her bestie on Twitter, both women sporting broad grins

for most people: football season, and waiting for

while the glowing bride shows off her splendid henna.

football season. In this football-mad country, Aditi

She excitedly announces that it’s her birthday the next

Chauhan has made history by becoming one of the

day (November 20). She is also buzzing as the Indian

first Indian women to play English League football. It

women’s football team, for the first time ever, has just

was a proud moment for Indian football when Aditi, the

qualified for the second round of the 2020 AFC (Asian

goalkeeper of the Indian national team, signed up to

Football Confederation) Women’s Olympic Qualifiers.

play for West Ham United Ladies three years ago.
Aditi is your average 26-year-old when she is off the

Aditi had a penchant for sports from early childhood.
Any kid who kicks a ball or picks up a basketball at a

pitch. She has had a busy weekend attending her best

neighbourhood playground dreams of winning laurels.

friend’s wedding. She has posted a picture of herself with

Few show outstanding skills in their early years and
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fewer still can develop their talent to the maximum. Aditi
was clearly one such child whose aptitude for sports as a
child translated into professional success in later life.
Aditi’s initiation into the world of sports happened
when she was barely three or four years old. Her father,
A.V. Chauhan – Central Reserve Police Force InspectorGeneral, Jammu Sector – and child psychologist mother,

It was a proud moment for Indian football when
Aditi, the goalkeeper of the Indian national
team, signed up to play for West Ham United
Ladies three years ago

Dr Shivani Chauhan encouraged her in every way they
could. Born in Chennai, Aditi lived in Coimbatore and
Nagaland before her parents decided the family ought to
settle in New Delhi so that there would be no disruptions
to their kids’ education.
Aditi started accompanying her brother to karate
classes and, eventually, her mother enrolled her for
taekwondo and karate lessons. Soon, sports became
more than just a way to pass the time after school and on
weekends. Aditi started showing an interest in athletics
and basketball, and gained a black belt in karate as well.
Aditi was 14 years old and a student of Amity
International School in New Delhi when her basketball
coach suggested she try her hand at football, keeping
in mind her height, athletic build, good ball grip and
brilliant hand-eye coordination. Convinced by her coach
to attend trials for the Delhi U-19 football squad, she was
successful and eventually became a goalkeeper.
“I was hooked on football and gave up all other sports.
It was as if I had found my life’s calling,” says Aditi, who
was part of the Senior Indian Women’s National team
that won the South Asian Football Federation (SAFF)
championship in Sri Lanka in 2012.
“After finishing school, I studied B. Com. at Jesus and
Mary College, New Delhi and played for Delhi University
as well. We were sent to train at a camp in New Zealand
in 2013. This provided me with a valuable opportunity
to broaden my horizons through living, albeit for a
short while, in another culture. I decided to enrol for an
MSc degree in sports management at Loughborough
University in the UK, which is one of the best universities

intern for French sporting goods retailer Decathlon.

in the world for sports-related subjects,” Aditi adds.

She had her Jess Bhamra (of Bend it like Beckham

Aditi arrived in Loughborough in 2014 and kickstarted

fame) moment when she went to train with Women’s

her football journey in the UK by playing for the

Super League 2 side Millwall Lionesses, but she was on

Loughborough Students Women’s Football Club.

a student visa and that meant she could not play for

Women have always struggled for opportunities and

first or second division clubs. Millwall is in the second

remuneration in football, and gender equality in this

division.

sport is a distant reality even today. All these thoughts

The goalkeeper/coach at Millwall Lionesses

must have been in the minds of Aditi’s parents when she

suggested that she attend trials at West Ham United

announced her decision to study sports management as

Ladies (also known as West Ham United Women

she was passionate about pursuing a career in football

Football Club), which was playing in the FA Women’s

and the sports industry. However, they have always been

Premier League Southern Division. Aditi created history

“incredibly supportive”, according to Aditi.

in August that year when she signed a one-year contract

In June 2015, Aditi moved to London to work as an
20 |
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with the East London Club, more so as she came from a

country that didn’t have a domestic league of its own.
For the young goalie, a 5-0 defeat at the hands of

management from the USA, campaigned online and
urged the Indian government to help his sister get a visa

Coventry City was not an ideal start, but she made some

so that she could continue to play for West Ham. “Finally

crucial saves in her first home game against Crystal

I appealed to my alma mater, Loughborough University.

Palace. Aditi created quite a stir at West Ham, who were

The university authorities stepped in and offered me a

then playing in the third division, and proof of this can

part-time job as global student ambassador. I returned

be had when the club started tweeting in Hindi to win

to London and West Ham in August 2016,” says Aditi.

over Indian fans. One tweet said: “Hum dil se West Ham

And, it’s a good thing she did. She saved three penalties

Ladies me Indian fans ka svagat krte hai aur aapsabko

and steered West Ham to a win over Swindon Ladies

humme yaha follow krne ko aamantrit krte hai.”

soon after.

Aditi, who idolises Barcelona forward Lionel Messi,

It was not all smooth sailing for Aditi in her second

created history again a couple of months after making

season with West Ham. In February 2017, she had a

her debut for West Ham by becoming the first Asian

leg injury and had to undergo surgery and rehab. She

Woman Footballer of the Year in England. The awards,

was out of action for almost 11 months. She resumed

supported by the Football Association (FA) in England

playing earlier this year when she decided to return to

and the Asian Football Project, recognise the feats of

the Indian national team and get fit in time for the Asian

British Asians in football.

Games. Currently, Aditi is vice-captain of the national

Dark clouds were looming on the horizon though as
Aditi’s student visa ran out in January 2016. She had to

women’s team.
It is important to give back to the sport and promote

leave the Hammers just five months into her contract

women’s football to give more chances to GenNext,

and return to India. The club could not sponsor her

declares Aditi. Keeping this in mind, she recently started

application for a work visa because it was in the third

She Kicks Football Academy in New Delhi to provide

tier and labelled semi-professional.

a helping hand to women footballers and coaches.

Aditi’s family stood by her like a rock at this critical
juncture. Her brother Aditya, who has an MBA in sports

“Our academy promotes gender equality, imparts
professional football training in a safe environment,
imparts core values such as team work and inculcates
sporting ethics among players,” she says.
Helping Aditi in her venture is her mother Shivani, an
educationist and member of the NGO All India Women’s
Conference (AIWC). The academy will hold workshops
and train girls and boys aged between seven and 14 to
play football. For the older age category, between 14 and
18, only girls can enrol.
At the end of the day, women’s football enjoys
less media coverage than men’s, resulting in less
sponsorship. Faced with poor pay and financial
insecurity, women often leave the game early compared
to their male counterparts who continue to play until
their mid-thirties.
“When I started playing football about 10 years ago,
there were some stereotypes I had to challenge and
break. There were people who asked me why I wanted
to play football. It’s a physical and outdoor sport. People
said you’ll get hurt, you’ll get tanned. But none of that

“People said you’ll get hurt, you’ll get tanned.
But none of that stopped me because I had the
support of my parents. I was determined to play
football no matter what, because that is what
really made me happy and gave me joy”

stopped me because I had the support of my parents.
I was determined to play football no matter what,
because that is what really made me happy and gave me
joy,” concludes Aditi.
Kudos then to spunky women like Aditi who have
triumphed against the odds and are encouraging more
women to take up the game.
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PERSON OF THE QUARTER

“THE ETHICAL PRACTICES
FOLLOWED BY THE HOSPITAL ARE
WHAT MAKE US STAY”

DR KASTHURI SARVOTHAM
When you have worked for four decades with one institution, it speaks volumes - for the
person, their place of work, and the trajectory of changes they must have witnessed during
their long career. Dr Kasthuri Sarvotham, a senior consultant with Fernandez Hospital
Foundation, has worked with Dr Lourdes Fernandez, her older sister Dr Mascarenhas, and
now with Dr Evita Fernandez. She recounts her fascinating journey and the milestones in the
field of medicine and that of the hospital to MINAL KHONA
PHOTOGRAPHS: SRINIVAS V

A

lmost 40 years ago, in December 1979,

dimensional memory lane of Fernandez Hospital. It is a

known as the Fernandez Maternity Hospital at

veritable 4D documentary about how things were, what

Bogulkunta. At that time, she was starting her career as
an obstetrician and gynaecologist. There is no denying

has stayed and the changes in between.
What are some of the major changes she has

the fact that life was very different then. Also simpler in

witnessed in her long career here, especially in the field

some ways. Which is perhaps why, in the absence of all

of birthing? “We now know more than what we were

the machines available for pre-natal care today, most of

taught in medical school. The advent of new machinery

the examinations of mothers-to-be were done by hand.

meant we had to unlearn a lot of things and learn new

“We used to conduct external exams by hand and would

ways of treating a patient. For example, back then the

use the stethoscope or a doptone – a foetoscope – to

mother would lie flat on her back during the delivery.

check the baby’s heartbeat. We could not diagnose an

Now, the premise we follow is that she can sit or lie

abnormal presentation like it is done these days and

down or be on all fours – whatever position makes her

complications like a breech baby were not detected till

comfortable; she can even have a water birth. There is

the delivery. Today, foetal monitoring is very advanced.”

also no need to keep them fasting. Mothers are given

What has remained a constant, however, is the hospital

fruit juice during labour and can even be mobile.”

staff’s preference for normal deliveries over C-sections,
unless there is a medical reason for it.
Advances at the hospital have been multitudinous.

During the ’80s, there were few options for pain
relief such as a little massage, hot water fomentation
and conducting an episiotomy – where the doctor

The Bogulkunta hospital where Dr Kasthuri works had

would make a cut in the vagina to facilitate the delivery

28 beds when she started. Today it has 110. Fernandez

of the baby for first- time mothers. This would be

Hospital Foundation (its new avatar) has three hospitals

sutured after the baby was born. “But, later, routine

of 100 beds each (a few extra in Hyderguda and

episiotomies were avoided as there was growing

Bogulkunta) which adds up to 320 beds in total.

compelling evidence against their use. It caused more

The lobby here is teeming with patients, and a staff

harm than benefit to women.”

strength of over 1,500 addresses their concerns.
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Speaking to Dr Kasthuri is like going down a multi-

Dr Kasthuri Sarvotham joined what was then

The coming of the epidural in 1993-94 helped

Everyone, from receptionists to doctors and nurses,

immensely. “We would give the injection in the epidural

seems to have their hands full.

space near the spinal cord. It was local and was meant to
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alleviate the pain while the contractions continued. The

for it.” Pregnancy classes where husbands also attend

mothers would not be screaming anymore. We used to

and which makes them better understand their role are

have the older women in the family objecting to its use

part of the midwife care process. “Indie Kaur, (Director

because their mindset was that going through the pain

of midwifery services at the hospital) has been a real

was part of the childbirth process. So, in one ward, if two

blessing for us.”

patients had taken the epidural, the others would wonder

Having worked with Dr Lourdes Fernandez, Dr

why there were no screams coming from them. Most of

Kasthuri reveals that she learnt much from the senior

them got to know about it through word of mouth. At that

doctor. “Dr Lourdes was always compassionate and gave

time, 75 per cent of mothers used to ask for it; today the

every patient all the attention she needed. If any of them

number is down to about 40-50 per cent.”

cried when something went wrong, she would sit and cry

What is the reason for a shift in attitudes that has

with them. She taught us things no college in the world

contributed towards mothers-to-be not being so
flustered about the pain they might have to endure
during labour? The holistic approach by the hospital
and midwifery are two major reasons. “There are
childbirth classes held so they know what to expect.
The husbands are very involved and supportive. There
are also exercises that they can do to reduce the pain.
Another option is inhaling Entonox gas for pain relief.”
She clarifies, “None of these methods make the process
completely painless. It just makes it more comfortable

“Dr Lourdes was always compassionate and gave
every patient all the attention she needed. If
any of them cried when something went wrong,
she would sit and cry with them. She taught us
things no college in the world does – the way to
connect with a patient”

and less stressful.”
One positive trend is the gradual decrease in the
number of people asking for a C-section for astrological

Dr Kasthuri with her
team members

reasons or because they want the baby to be born on
a certain date and time. The doctor says that 30 years
ago she might have had a handful of such requests but
they have reduced even more. “As a consultant, when
someone asks for a C-section, I counsel against it if the
mother is healthy and there is no need for one. If she
insists, I refer her to a second consultant. But, such
requests are very rare.”
The practice of midwifery has proven to be a boon
for the hospital and its patients. Dr Evita was keen
to begin professional midwifery training in-house for
about 11 years, but formally launched the programme
in August 2011, only eight years ago. The seventh batch
is currently under training. “Having midwives has led
to a lot of change for the better. Previously, we used to
separate the baby from his mother and keep him in the
nursery. In midwifery, we believe in keeping the baby on
the mother’s chest and the umbilical cord is cut only
after it stops pulsating.”
With midwives present, the doctor doesn’t need to be
present all the time. The check-ups used to be doctorbased earlier. Now, with midwives involved, low-risk
out-patients start with the doctor, then go for midwifery
care as many patients feel comfortable talking to them.
“Water birth is another important change that has
come about. It was a completely new concept for me,
but in the past two years I have seen many women opt
24 |
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Dr Kasthuri in consultation
with a patient

does – the way to connect with a patient. Her observational

look up the records and examine her. This way, the

skills were very good and, till today, I follow her principles

patient can trust that she will be well looked after by the

when it comes to patient care.”

hospital. In fact, if a mother feels the need for an epidural

Taking Dr Lourdes’ legacy forward, Dr Evita has also

but may not be able to afford it, Dr Evita ensures that the

instilled practices that make it easier on the patient whether
or not the attending doctor is present. “We work as a team

team is never stopped from giving her the injection.”
Like Dr Kasthuri, there are several others who have

and the patient’s records can be accessed by other doctors.

worked here for over three decades. So, there have

Dr Evita set up this practice where every patient has the

to be other reasons that go beyond the realm of the

senior consultant, the registrar and others on the team

professional. “The ethical practices followed by the

attending to her as the case may be. Even if the senior

hospital are what make us stay. We have the freedom to

doctor is not present throughout, the doctor on duty can

follow the protocol we think is best for the patient; we are
not forced to do anything we don’t want to do. The entire

Speaking to Dr Kasthuri is like going
down a multi-dimensional memory lane of
Fernandez Hospital. It is a veritable
4D documentary about how things were,
what has stayed and the
changes in between

team supports you and stands by you no matter what.”
On the personal front, too, the family-like atmosphere
helps. “Dr Lourdes had delivered my first daughter,
Smita, and Dr Evita was my consultant for my second,
Neelima.” And when Dr Kasthuri was diagnosed with
breast cancer, she had her mastectomy and the chemo
sessions at Fernandez. “I used to work and take my
chemo sessions at the hospital and it took me six to eight
weeks to recover completely. But the love and support I
received from the entire staff was priceless.”

Sharing the joy of
a new mother: Dr
Kasthuri and a patient
with her baby

Dr Kasthuri, a Konkani who grew up in Kerala,
is married to a scientist, now retired. Listening to
Carnatic music, catching up with friends and providing
her services free of charge as a consultant at the
Ramakrishna Mutt once a week keep her busy. She has
also had the pleasure of delivering her granddaughter
Advika – what she terms a very special experience.
She finds her work gratifying when the babies she
helped deliver come back all grown up and want her to
deliver their babies! “I was coming out of the Industiral
exhibition late at night once, and a young man in his early
twenties came up to me and said, ‘Thank you for bringing
me into this world.’ Another time, a young mother had
a complication and she’d had a C-section. She wrote

Delivering smiles
and joy: The new
parents and baby
with Dr Kasthuri

to me saying that ‘any time you feel low, please
remember the people like us and what you did for us.’
One inspiring incident is a mother who had lost both her
arms due to polio. Still, she managed to look after her
child very well because she didn’t want the world to think
she was not capable.”
Though Dr Kasthuri can’t recall the exact number
of deliveries she might have done, she continues to be
passionate about what she does almost 40 years after
she started. “I would like to continue working till all my
reflexes are normal. I have told Dr Evita to let me know if
she thinks at any point that I am not doing my work the
way I am doing it now.”
This admission is a testament to her dedication and
the trust between her and Dr Evita.
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SPEAK UP

MOTHERS AND OTHERS
In a patriarchal society that idealises motherhood, where you are expected to present the family with
a child from the day you are married, what does it feel like not being able to conceive?
NANDINI MURALI, who is childless, or as she says ‘childfree’, decided to use this opportunity for
personal growth even as she faced intrusive questions over her not having kids

Women often begin to imagine themselves as mothers long before
actually trying to have children, and this is certainly influenced by
implicit cultural and societal messages that idealise motherhood.
MARNI ROSNER, PSYCHOTHERAPIST

L

ike most women, I, too, believed that children “happened

milestone, the questions became intrusive.

naturally” after marriage. Wish for a child and the

“Concerned” in-laws, anxious for the family lineage to be

process takes care of the rest. Children therefore

perpetuated, began to suggest rounds of temples famous for

seemed a matter of chance rather than choice. That, however,

fertility rites and astrologers with uncanny success rates in

bothered me because as a young adult I was exploring the

progeny prognosis of our combined horoscopes. I complied

power of choice in human lives, especially for women.

with every injunction from family and friends who felt morally

I got married when I was 22 to a brilliant doctor, and
reproductive choices were part of our candid conversations.

responsible for my motherhood.
My reproductive status, or the lack of it, became the

While having a child was important to us, equally important

subject of much speculation and discussion. My periods were

was carving a career for myself, which also included a doctoral

under the surveillance of an ever-vigilant mother-in-law who,

degree. I was delighted to have a partner who understood

in turn, broadcast it to the extended family. The collective

and supported my career aspirations and respected my

‘concern’ seemed oppressive. Was I reduced to just my

bodily autonomy and integrity. I was amazed when he

reproductive ability?

spontaneously agreed to be responsible for contraception as
he did not want me to use oral contraceptives.
Life throws us curve balls when we least anticipate it. The

“Well meaning” friends, not to be left behind, began to
drop names of doctors with the proverbial magic touch,
who could breathe life into my sterile dreams. Some even

first of the serial disappointments and losses was my inability

suggested I adopt. They cited instances of couples having

to conceive. And so began my engagement with infertility. My

biological children after they adopted. The possibilities

mission in life? Pregnancy.

seemed endless… And so I began chasing the elusive gift of

The paradox intrigued me. India is one of the most densely

motherhood.

populated countries in the world, with a current population of

We live in an incredibly “pro-natal” world that celebrates

1.1 billion. Public health campaigns advocate the two-children

motherhood as a societal norm and a feminine stereotype. Is

norm. Hence, infertility is a micro issue or even a non-issue.

biology one’s destiny? All around me, friends, cousins, sibling

According to the Indian Society of Assisted Reproduction

and relatives by marriage began to have children. There was

(ISAR 2018), infertility currently affects about 10 to 14 per

much excitement and celebration in their lives, now splashed

cent of the Indian population, with higher rates in urban areas

with colour. Mine continued to be monochromatic, with greys

where one out of six couples is impacted. Nearly 27.5 million

seeping tangibly on to the canvas of my life. Pregnant women

couples actively trying to conceive deal with infertility.

were pampered and showered with so much attention.

Just a couple of months after marriage, the seemingly
innocuous question “Is there good news?” bombarded
me. My mother, too, was being pestered about becoming
a grandparent. Once we crossed the one-year marriage
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Members of an exclusive club. I was a hopeful entrant waiting
patiently for entry rights.
I sought Assisted Reproduction Technology (ART) to get
pregnant. Despite several close ‘successes’, the treatment

The visceral deeply embodied experience of motherhood is also
institutionalised and subsumed by patriarchy. While a woman is secondary to
a man, a woman who is unmarried, divorced, widowed or without children is
trivialised, minimised and stigmatised
failed for no apparent reason. The stressful treatment

with knowledge, my lifeline of hope. One of the most

cycles, multiple hormone injections, oral hormonal

inspirational books was Childfree after Infertility: Moving

medications, numerous trans-vaginal ultrasounds and

from childlessness to a joyous life by Heather Wardell,

other invasive procedures were a roller-coaster ride.

based on her lived experience with infertility. Wardell

Meanwhile, my husband had established himself as a

makes a distinction between being childless, which

successful urologist and andrologist. His greatest pride

connotes a lack and is therefore disempowering, versus

was facilitating conception and successful pregnancy in

childfree which is an empowering stance.

couples who consulted him for infertility treatment. As I

“To be childfree is also to be without a child. However,

had developed several medical complications resulting

the truly childfree person is genuinely happy with life the

from the treatment cycles, he decided to discontinue

way it stands and does not feel a lack because there is no

treatment. He reasoned that ‘natural cycles’ would

child… you have the ability to choose how you will react.

perhaps be more effective as the take home baby rate

You can choose to make a conscious decision to move on

in ART was just 25 per cent. Membership in the coveted

from being infertile and to find a new and different life for

Mothers’ Club continued to elude me. My vision of a baby

yourself,” writes Wardell.

in my arms began to recede.
Around this time I enrolled for a PhD in Gender Studies.

Moving through infertility and moving on has
challenged me, stretched me in every possible direction.

My engagement with feminism helped me reclaim my life,

The quest has changed me, redefined me. While there

my power and rescript the narrative of my life. It was all

had been considerable research on the psychosocial

about conscious choices and moving away from a victim

impacts while undergoing infertility treatment, there is

mindset to a survivor/thriver mindset based on informed

hardly any substantial research on life after infertility.

perspectives. I realised how patriarchy overvalues,

The insensitivity of people has been a source of

normalises and naturalises subordination of women by

amazement. When a friend lost a child, one of them said

social structures and systems that are androcentric and

to me that it’s better to be childless like me than to be a

androcratic. All societal structures, including the family,

bereaved parent. There is a tangible empathy deficit in

are governed by patriarchy.

people as they are unable to empathise with a person’s

The visceral, deeply embodied experience of

childfree status. Even infertility support groups offer

motherhood is also institutionalised and subsumed by

a supportive space for women negotiating infertility

patriarchy. While a woman is secondary to a man, a woman

treatment or considering adoption. There is little or no

who is unmarried, divorced, widowed or without children is

recognition of the needs of post-infertile women.

trivialised, minimised and stigmatised. One of my favourite

Coming to terms with my childfree status has been

feminists, Gloria Jean Watkins, better known by her pen

a gradual process. I’ve experienced several twinges of

name bell hooks, said it best, “Patriarchy has no gender.”

regret for the might-have-beens in my life. In the early

Negotiating infertility was isolating and lonely. I was

stages, it was like a grief reaction as I relinquished my

an object of pity, barbed comments and condescension,

dreams of parenthood. I made a conscious choice not to

especially by women. However, three women — my mother

adopt a child as I firmly believed that my self-worth as a

Sudha Raman; my friend and mentor late Dr Lakshmi

woman was not bound to my ability or inability to have

Rahmatullah; and my doctoral research supervisor, Dr

children—biological or adopted.

B. Regina Papa — were bastions of love, strength and

My grounding in feminist consciousness has anchored

support. Amma introduced me to the Vaishnavite spiritual

me through challenging times. It’s not possible for me to

truth of saranagati that loosely translates as surrender

be a fine feminist in beliefs and values but a poor feminist

-- the absence of resistance to flow and unconditional

in practice. We have no choice over what happens to

acceptance (not resignation) – which, today, is the bulwark

us but we have a choice in how we respond. With grace

on which my life is entrenched.

and dignity. For isn’t life all about congruence, moving

I’ve dealt with life challenges by empowering myself

towards authenticity in thought, word and deed?
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LAST WORD

WHAT DO WOMEN WANT?
The word ‘midwife’, of Anglo-Saxon origin, translates into “with woman”. With immense pride,
DR EVITA FERNANDEZ writes that since the introduction of the home-grown midwifery
training programme that the hospital conducts, their midwives have helped 9,000 women birth
with compassion and care. At the end of the day, what women want is not fancy cars and homes
but kindness at their most vulnerable moment of giving birth to their child, she writes

W

hen I first launched the

responsibilities, she is aware of the

in-house Professional

need to use evidence-based practices,

Midwifery education

reflect on clinical issues and gain the

and training programme, I did not

maximum experience to help her grow

envisage the impact it would have on

in wisdom and expertise.

the mothers we served and, on the

The word midwife, of Anglo Saxon

trainees, too.

origin, translates into “with woman”.

Last month, the fifth batch of

The professional midwife is wholly with

homegrown midwives received their

the woman through her pregnancy,

certificate at a simple graduation

labour, birth, immediate care of the

ceremony. It is always a moment of

newborn and also helps her breastfeed

pride for me to witness the joy on the

her baby. She provides the much

faces of the qualified students.

needed psychological, emotional,

Nurses join the two-year intense

physical and professional comfort.

and focused course with a mixture of

The woman is cocooned in a bubble

emotions ranging from trepidation to

of trust and confidence, knowing her

curiosity and excitement. Two years

midwife is there to support her, believe

they ask, and yet time seems to fly.

in her and would never do anything to

Watching the girls attend classes,

harm her, or her baby.

read for tests, do a Google search

Receiving their certificates helps

for topics given and participate in

endorse the fact that the fifth batch

reflective discussions of clinical cases never fails to amaze

of trainees are qualified, confident, competent professionals.

me. Shy, nervous students, within a few months of interaction

They are now agents of change helping birth the next

with mothers in outpatient clinics, assisting women birth

generation.

and visiting the mothers the next day, are transformed into

For six decades of its 70-year history, women at Fernandez

confident young professionals who are on a mission. They

Hospital were used to having doctors help birth their babies.

begin to appreciate the mystery and the sacredness of

Since August 2011, our homegrown professional midwives

birthing a mother.

have helped 9,000 mothers birth. We are privileged to serve

The young student is not nervous any more. She realises

the entire socio-economic spectrum of women. The feedback

she is more than just a nurse. She has now entered a different

from women has clearly demonstrated a rise in the percentage

and unique profession – the world of midwifery. Her world

of appreciation every year.

has now changed forever. Following the two-year focused

Today, women are seeking antenatal appointments in the

course and a qualifying exam, the trainees complete a full

midwifery-led outpatient clinics at our hospitals. Some women,

year of clinical work under close mentorship. During this

whose pregnancies are low-risk and uncomplicated, do not

year they experience the freedom and the responsibility of

wish to see an obstetrician. They have found a level of comfort

independently caring for the mother and her baby. While

and trust in the midwife. This is a significant change and one

the midwife is encouraged and supported to take on more

that has made all our efforts and struggles worthwhile. Women
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at Fernandez Hospital have begun to accept the professional
midwife as a trusted health-care professional.
Over the past seven years I have been using every
opportunity to talk at forums on the need for obstetricians to
open their hearts, minds and birthing rooms to professional
midwives and to offer a collaborative model of care. India,
I kept repeating (like the old gramophone record stuck at
a point in its revolutions), needs professional midwives.
We need to work together with mutual respect and trust.
Only then will the 23 million women birthing annually in our
country feel safe, cherished and respected.
I thought it would take a decade before the Indian
government would realise the need to introduce Professional

What do women want? Not granite floors
or fancy interiors, no high tech machines or
music channelled through Bose speakers.
No! Women merely want kindness, respect,
compassion, a clean toilet with running water,
curtains to ensure privacy, a clean birthing
table, the freedom to stay upright and the
freedom to walk…
We need to work together I thought. India needs

Midwifery in our country. However, December 10, 2018 will

professional midwives to form the backbone of maternity

always remain etched in my mind as a historic moment

services in this country. India needs to recognise this

concerning Professional Midwifery in India. The Habitat

unique cadre and offer a career path for this well-identified

Centre in Delhi found a room bursting with a mixed group of

professional group of women.

people comprising the presidents of The Society of Midwives,

We have a vast resource of untapped human potential.

India (SOMI), International Confederation of Midwives (ICM),

Direct entry midwifery is the next channel some of us

Indian Nursing Council (INC), representatives from WHO,

screamed out loud. This would open the doors for women

Ministry of Family Health, UNICEF, JHPEIGO, Laerdal, the

who genuinely desire to be “with a woman” to help ensure

renowned agency supplying mannequins for training in skill

a positive birthing experience for other women – an

labs, midwives, auxiliary nurses working in rural communities,

experience which may have eluded them and which

women with babies and me an obstetrician. We had all

motivated them to become professional midwives.

gathered together to launch the Normal Birth Campaign.

Yes, it was a deafening roar again – a united scream for

We had also come together to listen to women share their

professional midwifery, a plea for good quality global

experiences.

standards of competence and no shortcuts in training

Two panel discussions had the audience listening to

women. My heart was bursting. My hopes were kindled,

women’s voices. One panel represented women who had

and I returned home that night emotionally weary but firm

birthed in the various levels of public health facilities and

in my belief that India will have professional midwives. The

another group comprised professional midwives, nurses and

wheels of change have indeed begun to move.

multipurpose health workers (aka auxiliary nurse midwives)
who shared their experiences of working in the community.
Women who shared their birth experiences were united by

On the flight back home, I silently thanked the 150,000
women whose voices were amplified through the White
Ribbon Alliance whose campaign and website Hamara

a common thread which consisted of an earnest plea to birth

Swasthya Hamari Awaz conveyed what women of this

with carers who displayed respect, kindness and competence.

country want in maternal health services.

There was a sincere request for a birth companion and a

What do women want? Not granite floors or fancy

desire to birth in smaller facilities where all of the above

interiors, no high-tech machines or music channeled

were possible. The larger the facility, they said, the more

through Bose speakers. No! Women merely want kindness,

likely it would have an uncaring staff and a higher risk of an

respect, compassion, a clean toilet with running water,

unwarranted C-section. The voice of these women was a

curtains to ensure privacy, a clean birthing table, the

deafening roar.

freedom to stay upright and the freedom to walk. Women

The panel of professionals voiced their challenges of

want the choice of a birth companion, to birth in the

working in rural and urban communities. They felt alone,

position they find comfortable, to indulge in the sacred

unsupported and unappreciated. Each one found herself

bonding which is established when they hold their baby

multitasking in clinical situations where often no doctor was

close to the chest, skin to skin while breastfeeding their

present. My heart ached for these brave unsung heroines of

newborn within an hour of its entry into their world – this is

India who worked in the trenches, birthing women and saving

what all women want.

lives of mothers and babies.
They persisted in their work despite these challenges. They
could not abandon their calling to serve.

It is a tragedy indeed that we obstetricians (primarily)
and others involved in the care of birthing women have
failed to recognise this as their fundamental human right.
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We’ve removed a few things from your birth plan.
Anxiety. Fear. Helplessness.

Giving birth is natural and joyous. And we ensure it stays
that way. By giving you the right information so you can
make your own decisions. And, providing the support of
a midwife from pregnancy to delivery, to alleviate your fears
and foster an environment of trust.

protocols, as well as the very best of medical infrastructure
and technology.

Welcome to birthing at Stork Home.

(Stork Home is part of the Fernandez Hospital chain,
which has, over the last 70 years, delivered more than
170,000 babies in Hyderabad).

We are a luxury birthing centre, and also part
of the well-known and established Fernandez Hospital chain.

Because every baby is nothing but a celebration.
To schedule an appointment, call 4780 7575
or visit www.storkhome.in

We are also the only hospital in Hyderabad to offer a robust
midwifery programme. Our commitment to natural birthing
is matched by our commitment to clinical competence and
expertise. We make this possible through a team of the finest
gynaecologists and neonatologists, evidence-based

By Fernandez Hospital Foundation

Maternity | Midwifery | Neonatology | Gynaecology

Birthing, naturally.

